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How To Become A Modern
On May 7th, 1946, Masaru Ibuka and Akio Morita founded ’Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo’, the company that would later become Sony. After its beginnings making tape recorders and transistor radios, it rapidly ...
How Sony paved the way for modern music production
The abduction and murder of Sarah Everard in Britain have sparked a crucial, global reckoning, as many men are becoming aware for the first time of the challenges women face doing things they take ...
How to build a modern man: Helping boys to grow up happy
This bundle will enhance your data skills with 64 hours of content on Microsoft Power BI, Machine Learning and Advanced Data structures.
This package can train you as a six-figure worthy data scientist — and even help get you hired.
It’d be fairly ignorant to suggest that Gojira — one of modern metal’s most talked about and revered bands — wasn’t already first in line to becoming the genre’s next heavyweight arena headliner. The ...
Review: ‘Fortitude’ Solidifies Gojira As Modern Metal’s Most Relevant Act
Are you ready to transform your home office into a modern space you will actually enjoy working in? ZDNet is making it simple with 11 easy tips.
Try these 11 tips for a modern home office look that's sure to impress
If spending lots of time in your condo makes you feel like you’re living in a box, you’re not alone. But there are lots of ways to easily inject new life into your space. “A lot of positive has also ...
Modern living: How to make a small space feel bigger
Offshore accounting has opened opportunities for a practicing accountant to turn into a thriving entrepreneur.
The Job That Set Up John D. Rockefeller to Become a Business Titan
From Aerosmith to “Africa,” a rundown of classic songs that grabbed the public's attention for a second time through movies and TV.
27 Rock Songs That Got a Second Life From Movies and TV
In the new HISTORY series, “The Strongest Man in History,” four of the world’s strongest men set out to investigate these legends, and to prove who among them is the true modern-day Hercules ...
Four Strongmen on What it Takes to Become a Modern-Day Hercules
At the outset of the delightful autobiographical collection, "A Day of Pleasure: Stories of a Boy Growing Up in Warsaw," for which he won the 1970 National Book Award for Children’s Literature, the ...
Storyteller: A genius grows in Warsaw
Eclypsium to conduct feasibility studies with the (DoD) to demonstrate unprecedented device visibility, risk management, threat detection.
Eclypsium Awarded AFWERX SBIR Phase One Contract to Explore Air Force Use of Enterprise Device Security Platform
A new, 73-unit apartment building could be on the way for Old Town Alexandria. It's bound for a section of the historic neighborhood that is suddenly rife with new development.
Modern apartment building pitched for a suddenly booming block of Old Town Alexandria
When “Modern Family” ended, Sofia Vergara didn’t know what was next. “I don’t think any one of us were ready,” Vergara — one of Variety’s 2021 Power of Women honorees — says of ...
Sofia Vergara Was ‘Very Worried’ About ‘Modern Family’ Ending — Then ‘America’s Got Talent’ Came Along
Congressman Ted Lieu introduced the 21st Century Federal Writers' Project act on May 6. It all started with an article by David Kipen in the L.A. Times ...
How a COVID-era Federal Writers Project went from wild idea to a proposed bill
Is Judaism a religion, a culture, a nationality--or a mixture of all of these? InHow Judaism Became a Religion, Leora Batnitzky boldly argues that this ...
How Judaism Became a Religion: An Introduction to Modern Jewish Thought
In his attempt to exercise full dominion over the Republican Party, Donald Trump has reserved a special fury for the dynasties that helped shape it.
How Trump is hunting down the GOP’s leading families
An "antechamber to the tomb" is how George Orwell described hospitals in his 1946 essay "How the Poor Die." It reflected that patients went there to lie in a bed with little prospect of successful ...
It's Time To Build: How Hospitals Can Thrive As Care Goes Digital
Resurrected technical alpha was like a glimpse of a different time and place, filtered through a modern lens. The action-RPG classic still feels great to play, but it’s interesting to return to such a ...
How Diablo 2 Is Changing on Its Path to Resurrection... While Staying True to Its Roots
Aircraft carriers have been the primary capital ship of naval combat since the 1940s, and remain the currency of modern naval power. But for nearly as long as carriers have existed, navies have ...
Threat Alert High: These Weapons are a Danger to Modern Aircraft Carriers
Call of Duty: Warzone received a sneakily substantial update Thursday afternoon, adding the Sykov full-auto pistol to battle royale and Modern Warfare ... ll explain how to become a zombie and ...
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